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SUMMER JAR 2019
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9 weeks of summer
Arts & crafts
1. GEOMETRY DASH TO OUR PAINT SUPPLIES…and create a colourful painting using painter’s tape
on a piece of canvas.
2. MARK YOUR PLACE…create a Zentangle Bookmark, colour it and then read a chapter of your
summer book and use it to mark your place.
3. MAGICAL ROCKS! For some “Far Out” Art we’ll paint some rocks white and then use water and
nail polish, then we’ll watch the magic happen.
4. UP UP AND AWAY! I wish I could take you on a Hot Air Balloon Ride! If I ever win the lottery I
will. Until then, let’s make some Hot Air Balloon Art using oil pastels.
5. DON’T TOSS THAT TRASH! I’ve saved a few Styrofoam trays and we can use those to create
some printmaking art!
6. FIRE AND WATER DO MIX! It’s science time! Time to see if we can get a candle to burn
underwater! Say what?????
7. SCRAP THAT! Oh, sorry I meant scrape that! Using paint we can create some beautiful cards to
use as thank you or birthday cards in the future.
8. YOUR SUPER TO ME! Time to sketch some of our favourite Superheroes. Who will you choose?
9. MAKE A WISH UPON A STAR! First, we better make those stars…out of paper, of course.
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9 weeks of summer
Treats to Eat & Drink
1. A TROPICAL TASTE FOR HAWAII…let’s mix up our lemonade game by making a tropical drink.
2. KNOCK! KNOCK! Who's there? Pickle. Pickle who? Pickle little flower and give it to your mother!
Just kidding (although you can do that if you want to). It’s time to make a Pickle Pizza for lunch!
Yes, that is a real thing!
3. SWEET OR SOUR? HOW ABOUT BOTH? Head to the kitchen to create a special dessert called
Sour Orange Pie!
4. WHAT DO YOU CALL A BAD POPCORN JOKE? CORNY! What do you call popcorn that is salty and
sweet and perfect for snacking? Kettle Corn! Let’s try to make some at home then you can pick
a movie and crunch away while you watch something fun.
5. JULY 7th is WORLD CHOCOLATE DAY but any day is a good day for chocolate! Make yourself a
chocolate milkshake, grab your book, sit outside and sip and read!
6. TIME TO BUTTER ME UP! Give your ol’ mom a hug to butter her up and then let’s try some
science in the kitchen as we make our own butter!
7. NUT FREE FREE ZONE! All school year long we avoid nuts in your lunch so now it’s time to be a
little nutty. Time to bake some Peanut Butter Cookies!
8. NO MILK? NO COW! NO WORRIES…let’s make some plant-based milk. Take out the rolled oats
and we’ll experiment by making our own milk today. Don’t forget to be Zero Waste and to
make something from the Oat Pulp!
9. FUN IN THE SUN MEANS IT’S TEA TIME, RIGHT? Are you confused? How about another kitchen
experiment as we use the sun to make us some iced tea.
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